
Dialogue: ‘Gaming is escaping reality’, they say. 

The video opens on a gamer putting on his headset and gaming. 

Dialogue: ‘Go out and experience the real world’, they say. 

Cheesy stock footage of a random guy running in an open field. 

Dialogue: ‘The metaverse is just a dream’, they say. 

We enter a trippy 3D tunnel and exit to find a cyberpunk city skyline at night, lit up in neon green. 

Dialogue: But what they don’t know, is that the future is already a reality. 

A guy suits up dramatically with futuristic-looking armor—starting from bracers and gloves, followed by 

a chest piece, shoulder pads, and thigh armor. Once fully suited up, he flexes his butt. 

Text appears: Enter the metaverse 

Dialogue: Introducing the Razer HyperSense Suit, a breakthrough innovation that changes the field—and 

feel—of gaming forever. 

A series of close-up shots of the suit, highlighting an underlayer of stretchy, breathable fabric, covered 

by several pieces of hard shiny plastic armor lined with neon green trimming. 

The suit powers up, making the Razer logo on the chest piece and its neon green trimming glow with 

energy. A green energy wave pulses across the suit. 

Text appears: 1,333,337 haptic sensors 

Dialogue: With over 1,333,337 haptic sensors, each one is capable of simulating hyper-realistic impact, 

touch, and sensation. 

Zoom in to the suit’s surface, as we see many tiny haptic sensors light up in a ripple effect. 

Our subject sits in a gaming chair, as a holographic seat belt materializes across his chest. 

He reaches out to grab a holographic steering wheel. 

Text: Feel every wipeout 

Dialogue: Experience the full force of a glorious race car pileup that takes ‘getting rekt’ to a whole new 

level. 

We cut between several shots of racing game footage and our subject driving, highlighting just how 

immersive and real the experience is. 

Unfortunately, his car crashes in-game—momentum which causes him to be tossed out of his gaming 

chair in the real world. 

Text: Feel every KO 

Dialogue: Redefine what ‘hit box’ really means, as you take every bone-crunching blow from a crispy 

combo. 



We cut between several shots of fighting game footage and our subject fighting, highlighting just how 

intense and exhilarating the experience is. 

Unfortunately, he gets knocked out by his in-game opponent—force that causes him to break his ribs in 

real life, as seen through x-ray vision. 

Our subject weakly smiles at the camera with bruises with broken teeth, before looking off awkwardly. 

Cut back to fighting game footage that shows his opponent raising a fist in victory. 

Text: Feel every failure 

Dialogue: Feel the pain of every failed boss attempt, as you wipe again, and again, and again....and 

again. 

We cut between several shots of a role-playing game and our subject swinging an imaginary sword, 

highlighting how brutal the boss battle is. 

Our subject gets killed constantly, each time falling to his knees in agony. 

Text appears: You died 

Dialogue: But beyond the physical, the true potential of the HyperSense Suit lies deeper. 

Our subject continues fighting but gets beaten down, as he cries pitifully on the floor. 

Text appears: Feel every feeling 

Dialogue: With the ability to feel feelings, ranging from love to rage, it allows all gamers—including the 

emotionally-repressed—an outlet to become the human you were always meant to be. 

We cut to a japanese dating sim displaying an anime version of Razer’s CEO, Min Liang, who winks at the 

camera. 

Text appears: Hey, wanna play a game? 

Our talent looks lovingly at the camera as the suit turns pink. 

Our talent screams angrily as the suit turns red. 

Our talent laughs hysterically as the suit turns yellow. 

Our talent looks terrified as the suit turns purple. 

A 4-way split screen recapping all the different emotions and moods. 

The suit powers up once more, making the Razer logo on the chest piece and its neon green trimming 

glow with energy. 

Dialogue: The new era of gaming immersion is here. 

The neck area around our subject turns red as he is suddenly Forced choked. 

Dialogue: So feel the force with the Razer HyperSense Suit. 



His feet lift magically off the ground, as he looks to be on the verge of passing out. 

Razer logo appears. 


